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Abstract

This paper proposes optimal super-hedging and sub-hedging strategies for a derivative on two underlying
assets without any specification of the underlying processes. Moreover, the strategies are free from any model
of the dependency between the underlying asset prices. We derive the optimal pricing bounds by finding
a joint distribution under which the derivative price is equal to the hedging portfolio’s value; the portfolio
consists of liquid derivatives on each of the underlying assets. As examples, we obtain new super-hedging and
sub-hedging strategies for several exotic options such as quanto options, exchange options, basket options,
forward starting options, and knock-out options.
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1 Introduction

This paper proposes optimal super-hedging and sub-hedging strategies for a derivative on two underlying
assets without any specifications of the underlying processes.

The standard approach to pricing and hedging derivatives is to postulate a particular model for the
behavior of the underlying asset prices. Model-parameters are determined by calibration to market prices of
liquid derivatives or by estimation from historical data, and hedging is carried out based on the model with
only liquid derivatives in the market. For the case of multi-asset derivatives, the dependency structure among
the assets is usually estimated and cannot be hedged because there does not exist any derivatives containing
information on the dependency. The model with estimated parameters does not necessarily describe the
actual behavior of the market, which leads to lack of robustness of the hedging strategy. This is problematic
especially in financial turmoils such as the crisis in 2007.

In order to overcome the problem of the standard approach, many researchers have been investigating
model-independent super-hedging and sub-hedging strategies for single- or multi-asset derivatives, which is
one of the most challenging fields in mathematical finance: currency cross-rate options or spread options by
[12] and [20]; basket options or asian option by [1], [2], [9], [16], [18], and [21]; barrier options by [7] and
[25]; forward starting options by [17]; lookback options by [14]. They obtain the optimal super-hedging and
sub-hedging portfolio for the multi-asset derivatives under an assumption that they have no information on
the joint distribution of the assets. The assumption of no information on the joint distribution is reasonable
because there is no derivatives including such information in most markets. On the other hand, there exist
certain researches (e.g. [26] and [3]) that make use of information embedded in some markets. For single-
asset derivatives, it is assumed that marginal distributions of the underlying price at each time are known.
Moreover, they add an assumption that the underlying asset price itself is a martingale, which reduces the
problem to finding the solution to a Skorohod embedding problem.

We are also in line with the previous works for multi-asset derivatives: our strategies are free from any
dependency between two underlying asset prices. The hedging strategy is carried out with a static portfolio
which consists of liquid derivatives on each underlying asset. Here, a static portfolio means a portfolio which
does not require any transaction after the inception of the contract. A model-independent static hedging
strategy with liquid derivatives is effective because it is easy to construct and maintain and never fails to
hedge the derivative even in the financial turmoil periods when many models and hedges collapse. We derive
the optimal pricing bounds through finding a joint distribution under which the derivative price is equal to
the hedging portfolio’s value as in the previous works.

On the other hand, we differ from the previous works studying some specific derivatives in that we deal
with more general derivatives including existing works such as quanto options, exchange options, basket
options, forward starting options and knock-out options. super-hedging and sub-hedging strategies for
these apparently different options are derived based on a common well-known inequality, namely Young’s
inequality. We prove the optimality based on copulas theory which is introduced to mathematical finance
by [11]. Under the joint distribution in the optimal case, random variables appearing in a payoff function
are co-monotonic or counter-monotonic (see e.g. [13] for co-monotonicity). In particular, [9] derives optimal
super-hedging strategies for basket call options using theory of comonotonicity and [21] for basket call and
put options. Our approach is more robust than [7], [25] and [17], which assume a price process of the
underlying asset to be a martingale and require a transaction after the inception of the contract. Obviously,
as their assumption is violated in the real markets with nonzero interest rates, the result cannot be directly
applied in practice. Moreover, it is not necessarily possible to trade during the turmoil periods, which may
cause substantial hedging errors. In contrast, we neither impose this assumption nor require any transaction
after the inception.

The rest of the paper is as follows. The next sections describes the setup and the problem considered in
this paper. Section three proposes our new hedging strategies. In the fourth section, our result is applied to
some derivatives including quanto options, exchange options, basket options, forward starting options and
knock-out options.
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2 Setup

We make some assumptions on the market environment. Suppose that two risky assets are traded in the
market. Let SX

t and SY
t be the time-t prices of the assets respectively for t ∈ [0, T ∗], where T ∗ is some

arbitrarily determined time horizon. The risk-free interest rate and the dividend yields of the assets are
assumed to be zero for simplicity. It is assumed that there exists a risk-neutral probability measure Q, under
which the instantaneous expected rate of return on every asset is equal to zero in our settings.

Let X and Y be random variables which are dependent on each asset price SX and SY respectively.
Then, a derivative considered in this paper is a product with maturity T whose payoff is expressed for some
function K : R× R −→ [0,+∞) which is integrable on R× R by

Φ(X,Y ) :=

∫ X

α

∫ Y

β

K(x, y)dydx, (2.1)

where α and β are some real numbers which are less than the essential infimum of X and Y respectively.
Note that the assumption that the function K takes a non-negative value is essential. Concrete examples
are shown in Section 4.

Remark 1. A payoff with both long and short is not represented in this form since K(x, y) takes negative
values in this case.

Let us suppose that the marginal distribution functions of the random variable X and Y are known.

Definition 1. The marginal distribution functions F and G of the random variable X and Y respectively
are defined for x, y ∈ R by

F (x) := Q(X ≤ x), (2.2)

G(y) := Q(Y ≤ y). (2.3)

Next, let us introduce some notation to express the joint distribution of the two random variables X and
Y with a copula function as in Appendix A.

Definition 2. A joint distribution function HC of the random variables X and Y with a copula function C
is for x, y ∈ R defined by

HC(x, y) := C(F (x), G(y))

= QC(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y). (2.4)

Especially, if the copula function is Maximum copula M ,

HM (x, y) := M(F (x), G(y))

= QM (X ≤ x, Y ≤ y), (2.5)

where M(x, y) := min(x, y). In addition, EC is defined as the expectation operator under QC with a copula
function C.

Remark 2. The marginal distributions of X and Y under any risk-neutral probability measure QC are
independent of choice of the copula function C. We may omit C in QC and EC if it is concerned with only
the marginal distributions.

The problem in this paper is stated as follows.

Problem 1. Suppose that the marginal distribution functions of the random variable X and Y are known,
but the joint distribution function is not known. Then, what is the cheapest super-hedging strategy on a
derivative with maturity T whose payoff is Φ(X,Y )?
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In order to prove that the super-hedging strategy is the cheapest, one way is to compare the cost of a
super-hedging portfolio with the price of the derivative under some measure QC with a copula function C.
The upper bound on the price of the derivative with payoff Φ(X,Y ) is

sup
C

EC(Φ(X,Y )), (2.6)

where C is an arbitrary copula function. Since the cost of any super-hedging portfolio is larger than
EC(Φ(X,Y )) with any copula function C, if we find a particular measure QC and a super-hedging portfolio
whose cost is EC(Φ(X,Y )), the strategy is the cheapest one.

3 Super-hedging and Sub-hedging Strategy

In this section, we first introduce the super-hedging strategy. Then, we derive the sub-hedging strategy
using the super-hedging strategy (See [10] for the case where a pay-off function is not twice differentiable).
The following lemma is an extended version of Young’s inequality (See Theorem 2.3 in [23]).

Lemma 1. Let f : R −→ R be a non-decreasing function. Then for every Lebesgue locally integrable function
K : R× R −→ [0,+∞) and real numbers X, Y and α, we have∫ X

α

∫ Y

f(α)

K(x, y)dydx ≤
∫ X

α

(∫ f(x)

f(α)

K(x, y)dy

)
dx

+

∫ Y

f(α)

(∫ f−1
sup(y)

α

K(x, y)dx

)
dy, (3.1)

where f−1
sup is the right-continuous inverse function of f :

f−1
sup(y) := inf{x ∈ R | y < f(x)}. (3.2)

If in addition K is strictly positive almost everywhere, then the equality occurs if and only if y ∈
[f(x−), f(x+)].

Applying Lemma 1 to our problem, the value of Φ(X,Y ) is dominated by the payoff of the following
portfolio, if β = f(α):

• a derivative with the payoff
∫X

α

(∫ f(x)

f(α)
K(x, y)dy

)
dx

• a derivative with the payoff
∫ Y

f(α)

(∫ f−1
sup(y)

α
K(x, y)dx

)
dy.

Although these payoffs seem to be complicated, they can be replicated with liquid derivatives. For example,
when X and Y are dependent only on SX

T and SY
T respectively, they can be replicated with plain-vanilla

options on each asset with maturity T as in [6] and [8] (See [3] for the case where a payoff function is not
twice differentiable).

The question is how to choose the function f in order for the portfolio to be cheap. The answer to the
question is that the function f should be f∗ in Definition 3, if we assume that Assumption 1 holds.

Assumption 1. F is continuous.

Definition 3. Let f∗ : [α∗,+∞) −→ R be a non-decreasing function defined by

f∗(x) := inf{y ∈ R | F (x) < G(y)}, (3.3)

where α∗ is the essential infimum of X.
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The following lemma shows that the function f∗ can be viewed as a transform of X to some random
variable which has the same distribution of Y .

Lemma 2. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then, the random variable f∗(X) has the same distribution
as the random variable Y :

Q(f∗(X) ≤ y) = G(y). (3.4)

Proof. See Appendix B.

The cheapest super-hedging strategy is obtained by taking a particular probability space such that
Y = f∗(X), which means that the random variables X and Y are most “dependent”.

Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and that f∗ is a function defined by Definition 3 which is
extended such that β = f∗(α) if needed. Then,

Φ(X, f∗(X)) =

∫ X

α

(∫ f∗(x)

f∗(α)

K(x, y)dy

)
dx

+

∫ f∗(X)

f∗(α)

(∫ (f∗)−1
sup(y)

α

K(x, y)dx

)
dy (3.5)

and

EM (Φ(X,Y )) = E

(∫ X

α

(∫ f∗(x)

f∗(α)

K(x, y)dy

)
dx

)

+ E

(∫ Y

f∗(α)

(∫ (f∗)−1
sup(y)

α

K(x, y)dx

)
dy

)
, (3.6)

where EM is the expectation operator of the measure with Maximum copula M defined by Eq.(2.5).

Proof. See Appendix C.

Remark 3. Although we have defined α and β as some real numbers which are less than the essential
infimum of X and Y respectively, Theorem 1 is also valid for any real numbers α and β such that β = f∗(α).

Remark 4. Theorem 1 is also valid for functions (e.g. delta function) that can be approximated by series
of locally integrable functions.

Remark 5. Let g∗(y) := inf{x ∈ R | G(y) < F (x)}. Then, g∗(Y ) has the same distribution as X, if
G is continuous. In case where both F and G are continuous, we have another hedging strategy where X
and f∗ are replaced with Y and g∗. However, the hedging strategy dose not depend on the choice, since
f∗(X) = (g∗)−1

sup(X) holds almost surely.

Corollary 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds, that X > 0 and Y = 1A for some measurable set A and
Q(A) > 0. Then,

−(x∗ −X)+ + x∗1A ≤ X1A ≤ (X − x∗)+ + x∗1A, (3.7)

where x∗ and x∗ are respectively defined by

x∗ := inf{x ∈ R | Q(Ac) ≤ F (x)} (3.8)

x∗ := inf{x ∈ R | Q(A) ≤ F (x)}. (3.9)

Proof. See Appendix D.
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Let α∗ and β∗ be the essential infimum of X and −Y respectively. Then, we have

Φ(X,Y ) = −
∫ X

α

∫ −Y

−β

K(x,−y)dydx (3.10)

= −
(∫ X

α∗

∫ −Y

β∗

+

∫ X

α∗

∫ β∗

−β

+

∫ α∗

α

∫ −Y

−β

K(x,−y)dydx

)
. (3.11)

We obtain the sub-hedging strategy by applying Theorem 1 to Eq.(3.10) or the first integral of Eq.(3.11), if
all of the tree integrals of Eq.(3.11) are finite.

Remark 6. Note that the sub-hedging strategy is not necessarily determined uniquely, while the lower pricing
bound is unique.

4 Examples

In this section, we assume that SX
T and SY

T are positive and their distribution functions are continuous and
strictly increasing for simplicity. Moreover, for random variables X and Y and K : R × R −→ [0,+∞), let
ΦX(x) and ΦY (y) be

ΦX(x) :=

∫ x

α

(∫ f∗(x)

f∗(α)

K(x, y)dy

)
dx

ΦY (y) :=

∫ y

f∗(α)

(∫ (f∗)−1
sup(y)

α

K(x, y)dx

)
dy, (4.1)

where f∗ is defined by Definition 3 for X and Y . Hereafter, we omit sup in f−1
sup for simplicity.

4.1 Quanto Options

Quanto options are dependent on a price of a foreign asset at maturity and a pre-fixed foreign exchange
rate. Let SX

T be the time-T exchange rate and SY
T be the time-T foreign asset price. A quanto call option

is a contract which pays the holder a total of

(SY
T − κ)+ (4.2)

in the domestic currency, where κ is a positive number. See [4] for more details of the Black formula and [5]
for an application of copulas.

Consider the payoff (4.2) denominated in the foreign currency:

1

SX
T

(SY
T − κ)+. (4.3)

Then we can directly apply our result to the payoff (4.3) with X = 1
SX
T

, Y = (SY
T − κ)+ and K = 1 and

obtain the super-hedging portfolio:

XY ≤
∫ X

0

f∗(x)dx+

∫ Y

0

(f∗)−1(y)dy. (4.4)

This means that the quanto option is super-hedged by

• an option on the exchange rate whose payoff is
∫ 1

SX
T

0 f∗(x)dx

6



• an option on the foreign asset whose payoff is
∫ (SY

T −κ)+
0

(f∗)−1(y)dy,

where both of the payoffs are denominated in the foreign currency.
For sub-hedging, we have for any α > 0,

(X − α)(−Y − f̃(α)) ≤
∫ X

α

(f̃(x)− f̃(α))dx+

∫ −Y

f̃(α)

(f̃−1(y)− α)dy. (4.5)

where f̃ is defined by Definition 3 for X and −Y . We obtain the sub-hedging portfolio:

• an option on the exchange rate whose payoff is −
∫ 1

SX
T

0 (f̃(x)− f̃(α))dx− f̃(α) 1
SX
T

• an option on the foreign asset whose payoff is −
∫ −(SY

T −κ)+
0

(f̃−1(y)− α)dy − α((SY
T − κ)+ − f̃(α)),

where both of the payoffs are denominated in the foreign currency.

Remark 7. [27] investigates pricing bounds on quanto options with several numerical examples.

4.2 Exchange Options

Exchange options are options to exchange one risky asset for another (see [22]). The options are equivalent to
many financial arrangements such as spread options and cross-currency option. [12] investigates the pricing
bounds for a cross-currency option and [20] does for spread options. We obtain the same result as theirs.

Let us consider an exchange option whose payoff is:

(SX
T − SY

T − κ)+, (4.6)

where κ is a positive number.
Let X = SX

T , Y = −SY
T and K(x, y) = δ(x+ y − κ) for deriving the super-hedging portfolio, where δ(·)

is Dirac delta function. Then, the payoff is expressed as:

(X + Y − κ)+ =

∫ X

0

∫ Y

−∞
K(x, y)dydx. (4.7)

Applying Corollary 4, we have

ΦX(X) = (X − κ∗
X)+ (4.8)

ΦY (Y ) = (Y − κ∗
Y )+, (4.9)

where κ∗
X and κ∗

Y are defined by κ∗
X + f∗(κ∗

X) = κ and by κ∗
Y + (f∗)−1(κ∗

Y ) = κ respectively. Note that
such κ∗

X and κ∗
Y are uniquely determined by Q(SX

T ≤ κ∗
X) = Q(SY

T ≥ κ∗
Y ) and κ∗

X + κ∗
Y = κ. We obtained

the hedging portfolio:

• a call option on SX
T with strike κ∗

X

• a put option on SY
T with strike κ∗

Y ,

which is the same as [12] when κ = 0.
Next, we consider the sub-hedging strategy for the exchange option.

(X + Y − κ)+ = −
∫ X

0

∫ −Y

−∞
K(x,−y)dydx+

∫ X

0

∫ 0

−∞
K(x,−y)dydx

≥ −
∫ X

0

1{0≤x−κ≤f̃(x)}dx−
∫ −Y

0

1{y+κ≤f̃−1(y)}dy + κ− (κ−X)+, (4.10)

where f̃ is defined by Definition 3 for X and −Y . These imply the following sub-hedging portfolio:

• an option on SX
T whose payoff is

∫ SX
T

0
1{0≤x−κ≤f̃(x)}dx− κ+ (κ− SX

T )+

• an option on SY
T whose payoff is

∫ SY
T

0
1{y+κ≤f̃−1(y)}dy.
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4.3 Basket Options

A basket option is an exotic option whose underlying is a weighted sum of different assets. [15] derives
upper bounds for general n-asset case when prices of call options on each underlying asset with a continuum
of strikes or a finite strikes are given. [16] also investigates lower bounds for 2-asset case under the same
circumstance.

We consider a basket option whose underlying is a sum of two assets. Our assumption is the same as the
continuum case of [15] and [16]. Let the payoff of the basket option be

(SX
T + SY

T − κ)+, (4.11)

where κ is a positive number.
In order to derive the super-hedging, let us express the payoff with X = SX

T , Y = SY
T and K(x, y) =

δ(x+ y − κ):

(X + Y − κ)+ =

∫ X

−∞

∫ Y

−∞
K(x, y)dydx. (4.12)

Then, by applying Corollary 4, the payoff of the super-hedging portfolio is

ΦX(X) = (X − κ∗
X)+ (4.13)

ΦY (Y ) = (Y − κ∗
Y )+, (4.14)

where κ∗
X and κ∗

Y are defined by κ∗
X + f∗(κ∗

X) = κ and by κ∗
Y + f̃−1(κ∗

Y ) = κ respectively. Note that such
κ∗
X and κ∗

Y are uniquely determined by Q(SX
T ≤ κ∗

X) = Q(SY
T ≤ κ∗

Y ) and κ∗
X +κ∗

Y = κ. Finally, we obtained
the hedging portfolio:

• a call option on SX
T with strike κ∗

X

• a call option on SY
T with strike κ∗

Y .

Let us extend to an N -asset basket option whose underlying assets are Sn
T (1 ≤ n ≤ N). By appliying

mathematical induction, we have the following inequaility:(
N∑

n=1

Sn
T − κ

)
+

≤
N∑

n=1

(Sn
T − κ∗

n)+, (4.15)

where κ∗
n are positive numbers such that

∑N
n=1 κ

∗
n = κ and Q(Sn

T ≤ κ∗
n) is common for all of n.

Next, let us consider the sub-hedging for the basket option:

(X + Y − κ)+ = −
∫ X

0

∫ −Y

−∞
+

∫ X

0

∫ +∞

−∞
+

∫ 0

−∞

∫ +∞

−Y

K(x,−y)dydx

≥ −
∫ X

0

1{x≤f̃(x)+κ}dx−
∫ −Y

−∞
1{0≤y+κ≤f̃−1(y)}dy +X + (Y − κ)+. (4.16)

Then, the following portfolio is optimal:

• an option whose payoff is SX
T −

∫ SX
T

0
1{x≤f̃(x)+κ}dx

• an option whose payoff is (SY
T − κ)+ −

∫ −SY
T

−∞ 1{0≤y+κ≤f̃−1(y)}dy.

Sub-hedging an N -asset basket option(N > 2) is still open to our best knowledge. See [16].
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4.4 Forward Starting Options

Forward starting options are options whose strike will be determined at some later date. Let St be the
underlying asset at time t, T1 be the date when the strike is determined and T2 be the date when the payoff
is paid. There are two types of payoffs of forward starting options. One is (ST2 − κST1)+ for a positive
number κ. This is equivalent to an exchange option, which has been studied in the previous section and in
[17]. Then, in this section, we consider the other type of payoff:(

ST2

ST1

− κ

)
+

. (4.17)

First, let us consider super-hedging a payoff XY with X = ST2 and Y = 1
ST1

. Applying the theorem, we

have XY ≤ ΦX(X) + ΦY (Y ), where

ΦX(X) =

∫ X

0

f∗(x)dx (4.18)

ΦY (Y ) =

∫ Y

0

(f∗)−1(y)dy. (4.19)

Then, the payoff of the forward starting option is satisfied with the following inequality as shown in Section
4.3:

(XY − κ)+ ≤ (ΦX(X)− κX)+ + (ΦY (Y )− κY )+ , (4.20)

where κX and κY are any positive number such that κX + κY = κ. In order to obtain the cheapest
super-hedging, let us define x∗ by

ΦX(x∗) + ΦY ((f∗)−1(x∗)) = κ. (4.21)

Note that x∗ is uniquely determined because the left-hand side of (4.21) is increasing with respect to x∗

from 0 to +∞. If we take κX = ΦX(x∗) and κY = κ− κ∗, the right-hand side of (4.20) implies the cheapest
super-hedging portfolio, because Y = f∗(X) gives an equality of the inequality (4.20). Then, the hedging
portfolio is as follows:

• an option with maturity T2 whose payoff is
(∫ ST2

0 f∗(x)dx− κX

)
+

• an option with maturity T1 whose payoff is

(∫ 1
ST1

0 (f∗)−1(y)dy − κY

)
+

,

where κX =
∫ x∗

0
f∗(x)dx and κY = κ− κX .

Next, let us consider the sub-hedging strategy for the forward starting option. Applying the theorem to
XY with X = ST2 and Y = − 1

ST1
, we have XY ≤ ΦX(X) + ΦY (Y ), where

ΦX(X) =

∫ X

0

f∗(x)dx (4.22)

ΦY (Y ) =

∫ Y

−∞
(f∗)−1(y)dy. (4.23)

Then, the payoff of the forward starting option is satisfied with the following inequality:

(−XY − κ)+ ≥ (−ΦX(X)− ΦY (Y )− κ)+ . (4.24)
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Since the right-hand side of the above inequality is the same as an exchange option considered in Section
4.2, we have

(−XY − κ)+ ≥ (−ΦX(X)− ΦY (Y )− κ)+

≥ (−ΦX(X)− κ)+ −
∫ −ΦX (X)

0

1{0≤x−κ≤g∗(x)}dx

−
∫ ΦY (Y )

0

1{y+κ≤(g∗)−1(y)}dy, (4.25)

where g∗ is defined as Definition 3 for −ΦX(X) and ΦY (Y ). Since g∗(−ΦX(X)) and ΦY (f∗(X)) have
the same distribution as ΦY (Y ), we have g∗ ◦ (−ΦX) = ΦY ◦ f∗ almost surely with respect to F and
g∗(−ΦX(X)) = ΦY (f∗(X)) almost surely with respect to Q. If we take Y = f∗(X), then we have ΦY (Y ) =
ΦY (f∗(X)), which means that the two equalities in (4.25) occur simultaneously. The hedging portfolio is as
follows:

• an option with maturity T2 whose payoff is the payoff

(−ΦX(ST2)− κ)+ −
∫ −ΦX (ST2

)

0

1{0≤x−κ≤g∗(x)}dx (4.26)

• an option with maturity T1 whose payoff is the payoff

−
∫ ΦY (− 1

ST1
)

0

1{y+κ≤(g∗)−1(y)}dy. (4.27)

Remark 8. Although we assume that the interest rate is zero in this paper, there is a hedging error caused
by difference of payment in non-zero interest rate market, because the payoff of the forward starting option
is paid at T2, while one of the components of the hedging portfolio is paid at T1. It is sufficient that just
multiplying a discount factor fills the gap between T1 and T2 when interest rate is deterministic.

Remark 9. The hedging strategy for an exchange option in Section 4.2 can be applied to forward starting
options with payoff (ST2 − κST1)+. It is different from the strategy considered in [17], which allows to trade
forward contracts at time T1 and requires the martingale condition E(ST2 | ST1) = ST1 .

4.5 Knock-out Options

A knock-out option is a type of an exotic option that provides a payoff only if a certain predetermined event
does not occur. Let us first consider an option whose payoff is dependent on an asset price and knock-out
event is on another asset:

(ST − κ)+1A, (4.28)

where ST is an asset price at maturity and A is an event regarding the other. For example, A is an event
that the foreign exchange rate reaches or does not reach a predetermined price, namely ”barrier level”. An
option whose payoff is 1A is called a one-touch option.

Directly applying Corollary 1 to the payoff with X = (ST − κ)+, we obtain the following inequality:

−(x∗ − (ST − κ)+)+ + x∗1A

≤ (ST − κ)+1A

≤ (ST − (κ+ x∗))+ + x∗1A, (4.29)

where x∗, x∗ > 0 such that Q(Ac) = F (x∗) and Q(A) = F (x∗). This means that the super-hedging portfolio
is
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• a call option with strike κ+ x∗

• the one touch option

and the sub-hedging portfolio is

• an option whose payoff is (x∗ − (ST − κ)+)+

• the one touch option.

Next, let us consider a knock-out option whose payoff and knock-out event are dependent on a common
underlying asset. Suppose that the payoff of the option is:

(ST − κ)+1A, (4.30)

where I := [L,U ] and A := {St ∈ I | 0 ≤ ∀t ≤ T} for some L,U ∈ [0,+∞]. This is called a single or double
barrier call option.

In this case, we cannot obtain the optimal super-hedging and sub-hedging portfolio by directly applying
our result. Instead, apply Corollary 1 to X∗1A for super-hedging and X∗1A for sub-hedging, where X∗ :=
(ST − κ)+1AT and X∗ := (ST − κ)+1AT +∞ · 1Ac

T
(assume 0 · ∞ = 0). Then, we have

−(x∗ − (ST − κ)+1AT )+1AT + x∗1A

≤ (ST − κ)+1A

≤ ((ST − κ)+1AT − x∗)+ + x∗1A, (4.31)

where

x∗ := inf{x ∈ [0, U − κ] | Q(x+ κ < ST ≤ U) ≤ Q(A)} (4.32)

x∗ := inf{x ∈ [0, U − κ] | Q(A) ≤ Q(L ≤ ST ≤ x+ κ)}. (4.33)

This means that the super-hedging portfolio is

• an option whose payoff is ((ST − κ)+1AT − x∗)+

• the one touch option

and the sub-hedging portfolio is

• an option whose payoff is (x∗ − (ST − κ)+1AT )+1AT

• the one touch option,

which is the same as [28].

Remark 10. The reason why the same result as [28] cannot be obtained by directly applying our result is
that the theorem of this paper does not assume any dependency structure between the two random variables,
while both of the random variables (ST − κ)+ and 1A are dependent on ST .

A Copula

Some standard notions and well-known results related to the two dimensional Copula are stated in this
section (see [24] for more details).

First of all, let the definition of Copula be introduced.

Definition 4. A copula is any function C : [0, 1]× [0, 1] −→ [0, 1] which has the following properties:

11



1. for every x, y ∈ [0, 1]

C(x, 0) = C(0, y) = 0 (A.1)

and

C(x, 1) = x,C(1, y) = y; (A.2)

2. for every x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ [0, 1] such that x1 ≤ x2 and y1 ≤ y2,

C(x1, y1)− C(x1, y2)− C(x2, y1) + C(x2, y2) ≥ 0. (A.3)

Definition 5. A distribution function F of a random variable X is defined as F (x) := Q(X ≤ x). A
distribution function H of two random variables X and Y is defined as H(x) := Q(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y). Here, Q
is a probability under which X and Y are defined.

The following is Sklar’s theorem, which elucidates the role that copulas play in the relationship between
multivariate distribution functions and their univariate margins.

Lemma 3. Let H be a joint distribution function with marginal distribution functions F and G. Then there
exists a copula function C such that for every x, y ∈ R

H(x, y) = C(F (x), G(y)). (A.4)

Moreover, if F and G are continuous, then C is unique. Otherwise, C is uniquely determined on F (R)×G(R).
Conversely, if C is a copula and F and G are distribution functions, then the function H defined by

Eq.(A.4) is a joint distribution function with margins F and G.

Next, we introduce Fréchet-Hoeffding copula boundaries. There are two special copula functions: Mini-
mum copula and Maximum copula, which are defined as follows.

Definition 6. Minimum copula W is defined by

W (x, y) := max(x+ y − 1, 0). (A.5)

Maximum copula M is defined by

M(x, y) := min(x, y). (A.6)

It is easily verified that these functions are copula functions. In addition, these are boundaries in the
meanings of the next lemma.

Lemma 4. For every copula function C and for every x, y ∈ [0, 1],

W (x, y) ≤ C(x, y) ≤ M(x, y). (A.7)

and for every joint distribution function H with marginal distribution functions F and G and for every
x, y ∈ [0, 1],

W (F (x), G(y)) ≤ H(x, y) ≤ M(F (x), G(y)). (A.8)

Remark 11. The copula theory holds for n ∈ N. Note that W is not a copula function for n > 2.
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B Proof of Lemma 2

proof of Lemma 2. First, we show Q(f∗(X) ≤ y) = Q(X ≤ g∗(y)), where g∗(y) := inf{x ∈ R | G(y) <
F (x)}. f∗(X) ≤ y means that f∗(X) < y + ϵ for any ϵ > 0, which is equivalent with F (X) < G(y + ϵ) for
any ϵ > 0. On the other hand, X ≤ g∗(y) means that X − ϵ < g∗(y) for any ϵ > 0, which is equivalent with
F (X − ϵ) ≤ G(y) for any ϵ > 0. By continuity of F , this is equivalent with F (X) ≤ G(y). Then, we have
Q(f∗(X) ≤ y) = Q(X ≤ g∗(y)) because of Q(F (X) = G(y)) = 0.

Next, we have F (g∗(y) − ϵ) ≤ G(y) < F (g∗(y) + ϵ) for any ϵ > 0, when 0 < G(y) < 1. Then,
F (g∗(y)) = G(y) by continuity of F . This is also true when G(y) = 0 or G(y) = 1. Finally, we obtain
Q(f∗(X) ≤ y) = Q(X ≤ g∗(y)) = F (g∗(y)) = G(y).

C Proof of Theorem 1

proof of Theorem 1. Eq(3.5) is followed by Lemma 1. Let x, y be real numbers and H(x, y) := Q(X ≤
x, f∗(X) ≤ y). (i) Suppose that F (x) < G(y). Then we have f∗(x) ≤ y andH(x, y) = Q(X ≤ x) = F (x). (ii)
Suppose that F (x) > G(y). Then, we have f∗(x) ≥ y+ϵ for some ϵ > 0 andH(x, y) = Q(f∗(X) ≤ y) = G(y).
(iii) Suppose that F (x) = G(y). If f∗(x) = y, we have H(x, y) = Q(X ≤ x) = F (x). Otherwise, we have
H(x, y) = F (x) for f∗(x) < y and H(x, y) = G(y) for f∗(x) > y. Therefore, the function H is the same as
Maximum copula M .

D Proof of Corollary 1

proof of Corollary 1. Under the assumptions, we have

G(y) =


0 (y < 0)
p (0 ≤ y < 1)
1 (1 ≤ y)

, (D.1)

f∗(x) =

{
0 (0 ≤ F (x) < p)
1 (p ≤ F (x) ≤ 1)

(D.2)

and

(f∗)−1(y) =


−∞ (y < 0)
x∗ (0 ≤ y < 1)
+∞ (1 ≤ y)

. (D.3)

Theorem 1 leads to

X1A ≤
∫ X

0

f∗(ξ)dξ +

∫ 1A

0

(f∗)−1(ξ)dξ

= (X − x∗)+ + x∗1A. (D.4)

Using the upper bound, we have

−X1Ac = X1A −X ≤ (X − x∗)+ −X + x∗1A (D.5)

= (x∗ −X)+ − x∗ + x∗1A

If we view Ac as A, we obtain the lower bound.
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